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The most simple and easy-to-setup STP solution
especially designed for A-Book brokerages
Top Reasons to Use TX-Cloud
Key Benefits

Access Inter-bank Liquidity
With TX-Cloud, brokerages are able to access inter-bank liquidity providers and world class
ECN, getting the Best Bid and Offer (BBO) in no doubt. TX-Cloud enables new brokers to
minimize their time to market and existing brokers to add new liquidity providers readily.

Fast installation, easy-to-use, no
learning cycle
No additional software and
hardware requirement

Close to Zero Latency
The core of TX-Cloud is located in NY4 GES Cloud Bridge Server with xConnect to world class
ECN and institutional liquidity providers. By leveraging GES infrastructure, brokerages can
benefit from the possible “zero” slippage on auto-cut order and limit order, effectively minimize
the risk when the market is highly fluctuating.

Effectively reduce the slippage on
stop and limit orders
Support any asset class that MT4
supports

Quick to Setup
TX-Cloud is a simple plug-in which can be installed on MT4 server directly without additional
software and hardware requirement, helping you to eliminate the cost and resources to owe a
dedicated bridge server.

Optional useful plug-in such as
special cut position setting, check
margin for pending order

Easy to Use and No Learning Cycle
With TX-Cloud, your orders will follow your pre-defined rules instantly through STP to Top Tier
liquidity providers. All complex jobs are handled by GES’s technology, giving the brokerage a
peace of mind during order routing and execution.
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Technical Support
24 hours support hotline

With GES’s powerful Cloud Bridge Server located in NY4, traders are fully equipped with the
ultra-low latency connectivity to world class ECNs, aggregators, banks, prime of prime and
institutional brokers.
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About GES
Global eSolutions (HK) Limited ("GES") is a global leading provider dedicated in financial technologies for more than 10 years. GES empowers financial
institutions with algo-trading capability, advanced risk management and FIX bridging solutions. GES fully covers the needs of the on-floor trading and
OTC markets, with value-added services ranging from IT technical support, system integration, bespoke software and network infrastructure development
to hosting services. With GES technologies, financial institutions are able to overcome the challenges of risk management, position management, liquidity
source and trading across different financial instruments in a single platform. GES’s well established partnering with top-tier financial institutions and
prime brokerage firms can fulfill customers’ needs of liquidity and market depth. GES ensures the highest level of certainty and satisfaction through
comprehensive industry expertise and a deep-set commitment to customers.
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